
*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.16

LATEST GENERATION 
MOTHERBOARD

The processors are faster and can 
process more data at higher rates, 
with less power consumption.

ZCS CONNECT *

Enables you to connect and interact with the robot anytime and anywhere (with your own smartphone or tablet). 
By using the Ambrogio Remote App, it is possible to set time profiles, verify location (geo localization), isolate and/
or work on specific areas of the lawn (Go Away), monitor the status of the robot and receive alerts when it comes 
off the lawn (Geo fence alarm, an evolved anti-theft system). Thanks to the Go Home and Work Now functions, it 
is possible to force the robot to return to the charging station or start mowing at your discretion. 

*Free traffic data for two years. Renewable on expiration.

SMART ASSISTANT

The models equipped with ZCS Connect can interact with the user thanks to the new SMART ASSISTANT 
function (compatible with Siri, Google Home, and Alexa).  The SMART ASSISTANT function allows you to use voice 
commands to control the robot or ask for working statistics.

TOUCH DISPLAY

The interactive and intuitive touch 
display allows interacting with the 
graphic interface of the operating 

system by simply touching the 
screen with your fingers.

BLUETOOTH & GSM

The communication technology that 
allows updating the software and 
driving the robot at close range.

A STANDARD UPGRADE ON MORE PROFESSIONAL MACHINES OF THE PRO line

ZCS 
INNOVATIVE 

INSIDE 

NEW

High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 29º

7.5 Ah lithium-ion battery

Touchscreen Display Bumper Flex rubber rear wheel Toothed Rear Wheel 
(Optional)

Recharging base cover 
(optional)

Ambrogio L250 Deluxe is for lawns up to 0.65 acres featuring up to eight separate 
areas, and is ideal for those who want a robust, high-performance, and innovative 
robot. The user interface with large, standard touchscreen display makes handling 
the robot simple and intuitive.

Robust, intuitive and flawless 

Patented front wheels   Exclusive to Ambrogio: The front wheels move 
independently of each other, maintaining high cutting performance, even on 
irregular or uneven terrain.

Eco Mode Sensor   Recognizes mowed areas, reducing working times and leading to less 
wear on the robot and your lawn.

Bluetooth Receiver   Transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot.  
Ambrogio Remote App available for iOS and Android.

0.65 acres

7.5 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting *3 h30 Robot free lawnh16
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ZCS Connect (on request)Bluetooth Receiver + App


